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Saida Hodžić’s The Twilight of Cutting: African Activism and Life after NGOs illuminates the myriad
state and non-state actors collaborating on campaigns against “Female Genital Mutilation”
(FGM) in Ghana, where genital cutting was already on the decline. From a uniquely multiscalar perspective, Hodžić reveals how cutting emerged as a problem to be shared by African
activists, Ghanaian communities, western feminists, cut women, anthropologists, and many
others. The following commentaries respond to different features of and arguments in
Hodžić’s exciting book, which won the Michelle Z. Rosaldo Book Prize from the Association for
Feminist Anthropology and the Amaury Talbot Prize for African Anthropology from the Royal
Anthropological Institute. We hope you enjoy!
A note on terminology: throughout the book forum you will find the terms “cutting,” “female
genital mutilation” (FGM), and “female genital cutting” (FGC). Our contributors use these
terms differentially.
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Problematization as Object
STACY LEIGH PIGG
Simon Fraser University

Saida Hodžić’s The Twilight of Cutting inspired me to experiment with a practice of slow reading,
using drawing to express what theory says. I use the comics format to slow down, stretch out,
and fully imagine a few of Hodžić’s important framing statements. Spatial metaphors infuse
social theory, so I have long wondered whether arguments and analytical concepts could be
expressed visually as much as verbally. Here I try to surface the metaphors, positional
arrangements, and imagery implicit within our conceptual vocabulary. (This is my first effort.)
Hodžić introduces The Twilight of Cutting with a series of maneuvers that delineate – yes, sketch
– the shape of her object of analysis. As I tried out preliminary drawings of passages in the
introductory chapter, I realized that each arc of argument helped bring into sight a space of
social action that is otherwise hard to see. For how many decades have we been saying that
anthropology is no longer defined by its object of study (that is, the non-western other and the
savage slot)? This leaves us all with the task of articulating our object of analysis. Often we
point to such objects, taking their existence as objects for granted. Sometimes we lift a veil to
reveal the object hidden underneath. Hodžić does something else. The text choreographs a set
of analytical movements, positions, and maneuvers in such a way as to invite a visualization of
dynamic form. To make her case that the object of analysis in this study is neither the practice
of genital cutting, nor the NGO-led efforts to end this practice, but instead the
problematization of cutting itself, Hodžić has to show us the gestures that give this
problematization a shape. In drawing (I recently learned) this approach is known as drawing
negative space. By rendering the shape of surrounding space, a form is made visible.
[All captions are quotes or paraphrases from the book.]
Stacy Leigh Pigg is a Professor of Anthropology at Simon Fraser University. Her research explores the
global interconnections and uneven translations produced through medicine, science, and development.
She is currently experimenting with the ethnographic form itself by exploring the potentialities of the
comics (graphic narrative) medium as both a means to convey the stories ethnographers encounter in
their research and as a theoretically-informed provocation to see contemporary social problems
“otherwise.”
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I Say
CLAIRE WENDLAND
University of Wisconsin-Madison

I Say
I strongly recommend against writing your [senior thesis / Fulbright proposal / dissertation] on female
genital cutting.
This topic brings out the worst in everybody.
Why is cutting so interesting to so many people who know nothing else about Africa?
That ground has been well trodden already.
You may choose any topic related to health in Africa for your term paper. For your own good, avoid
papers on rape in the Congo or female genital cutting anywhere. They generally earn poor grades.
No, it doesn’t really happen in Malawi. Why do you ask?

Any proper anthropologist would soon realize that a topic exciting this much antipathy—and
this much fascination—is a topic worth pursuing, for what it may reveal about social fault lines
and moral claims. And so Saida Hodžić has pursued it, despite the repeated warnings of people
like me.
The Twilight of Cutting explores the work of two Ghanaian NGOs that seek to stamp out female
genital cutting. By following Ghanaian activists and civil servants closely—rather than focusing
either on life in target communities or on opprobrium from the global North—Hodžić explains
several key paradoxes. Read this book if you find any of the following questions intriguing:
•

Why would people whose life-work has entailed ending cutting assert that it persists
underground, while those who have actually been cut explain that it’s died away
because women don’t have the strength (or blood) for it anymore?
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•

•

•

•

•

Why must Ghanaian activists be bluntly intolerant of cutting in public even if they
express more nuance—even nostalgia—in private? And why must non-Ghanaian
anthropologists express nuance in public even if they condemn cutting in private?
When policy makers seek “African solutions” to cutting and academics refer to
“colonial opposition” or “Western feminist neoimperialism,” what entanglements do
they ignore and why?
Are “harmful traditional practices” real activities going on secretly in rural
communities, or are they constructed and perpetuated in training workshops and
sensitization campaigns? Whose ends do they serve?
How can misrepresentation and mistranslation, far from indicating an intervention’s
failure, make a project successful? And why would a well-intended activist
misrepresent or mistranslate deliberately?
Why did anti-cutting activists fight zealously for a harsher law against cutting and then
turn away from enforcing it?

The ethnographically grounded answers to these puzzles help open up new avenues for
readers to reflect on modernity, morality, culture change and power. In my own work, they’ve
already pushed me to rethink how so-called traditional birth attendants in Malawi explain the
demise of out-of-hospital birth there…and what bylaws written to ban traditional birth
attendants (TBAs) actually do. Other readers studying NGO activism, global health
interventions, or community health work in the fourth decade of austerity will find much to
consider.
Oh, and the material in italics that begins and ends this response? Before each chapter of The
Twilight of Cutting is a list, given without context, of things that people said to Hodžić (or
sometimes things she said back). These lists gesture with economy to the oddities of an
anthropological life, the strange and challenging encounters that always seem to exceed any
actual ethnographic text. They were my favorite part of a thoroughly compelling book.
I’ll say now:
I still don’t want to read any more term papers on female genital cutting. But I’ve got a really good book
to recommend to you.
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Claire Wendland is a Professor of Anthropology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, where she is also
appointed in Obstetrics & Gynecology and Medical History. Her research focuses on the globalization of
biomedicine, particularly in Africa. Her first book, A Heart for the Work: Journeys through an
African Medical School, explores the experiences of medical students learning to be doctors in Malawi.
Her current research project looks at changing concepts and loci of risk in childbirth in southeast Africa,
in a setting in which very high maternal mortality rates force professionals and lay people alike to
develop explanations for the link between birth and death.
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Questioning the Zero Tolerance Paradigm and Legal Reform Strategies for Ending
Female Genital Cutting: An Emerging Public Discourse in Africa
BETTINA SHELL-DUNCAN
University of Washington

The Twilight of Cutting: African Activism and Life after NGOs is a tour-de-force ethnography in which
medical anthropologist Saida Hodžić richly and lucidly interrogates many of the intertwined debates
shaping the politics of efforts to end female genital mutilation (FGM), also known as female genital
cutting (FGC), or simply, cutting. Readers are often drawn not to conclusions, but to ongoing debates
that build, wane, and resurface at new times, and sometimes in new contexts where anti-cutting
efforts are contested. Hodžić reveals that understanding Ghanaian politics surrounding FGC requires
analyses of transnational flows of discourses, funding and strategies to end cutting that can only be
captured by what Merry has called “deterritorialized ethnography” (Merry 2001, 28). Hodžić points to
numerous entanglements, including some that have produced a double standard in public discourse:
those discussing FGC in “the global North require a public performance of cultural sensitivity” (2017,
4), while Ghanaian commentators feel an imperative to publicly adopt rhetoric of the “Zero Tolerance
against FGM” paradigm that forcefully condemns all forms of FGC, as well as any measures taken to
minimize health risks. Tracing the roots of the zero tolerance campaign, Hodžić reveals that what has
been touted as “an African solution” in fact has global reach not only in its current expression, but
also in its origin (Hodžić 2017, 40). Indeed, it emerged from the transnational movement aimed at
framing FGC as a violation of human rights, prioritizing legal reform as a key element of anti-cutting
strategies. In 2008 I reviewed the works of scholars who cautioned that human rights approaches,
while offering promising solutions, also bear potential perils and pitfalls that must be recognized and
averted (Shell-Duncan 2008; see also Kennedy 2004). Scholars have warned against the tendency to
portray women as powerless victims in need of protectionist measures from the state, an image that
does little to illuminate the liberating power of the law (Kapur 2002, Mutua 2002). Moreover, debates
over the ability of adult women to provide consent have pointed to the exceptional standard applied
to FGMC when compared to other forms of body modification such as cosmetic surgeries (including
female genital cosmetic surgeries) (see also Boddy 2016).
Despite the fact that the prevalence of FGC has declined significantly in Ghana and a law banning the
practice was adopted in 1994, activists advanced an agenda to bolster this law by drafting and
introducing a bill that raised penalties and expanded restrictions such as criminalizing cutting among
adult women. Hodžić recounts that some Ghanaian NGO workers and civil servants were ambivalent
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about the legal reform efforts, expressing privately, but not publicly, doubts about their faith in the
power of the law. During my own research in Kenya, where cutting has also precipitously declined, I
have witnessed a similar course of events. The 2001 Children’s Act banned FGM among minors, and 10
years later the Prohibition of Female Genital Mutilation Act added steeper penalties and restrictions
on cutting among women of all ages. And during interviews with Kenyan legal professionals, I also
found the sort of ambivalence that Hodžić describes; one informant commented, “I wonder, are
arrests and criminal trials the best way to change culture?” Upon hearing this, I was reminded of the
title of a 1999 article in The Economist that asked, “Female genital cutting: Is it a crime or is it culture?”
It appeared in the wake of a wave of scholarly debates over competing rights claims: how can the right
to health, the right to bodily integrity, the right to freedom from torture and rights of the child be
weighed against the right to culture? These debates have lingered unresolved, and resurfaced during
Hodžić’s research. She found that in Ghana, “not everyone agreed with the demands to imprison cut
women,” (2017, 27) but those who objected were often reluctant to publicly voice their views in the
face of the dominant zero tolerance rhetoric. Gradually, however, a sea change has begun, and
scholars, legal and medical professionals, and activists involved in anti-cutting campaigns have begun
to openly question the zero tolerance approach. On January 4, 2018 a BBC show called The Inquiry
featured interviews with commentators from Africa and the global North alike in a segment called “Is
Zero Tolerance the Right Approach for FGM?”, offering a critical voice on what has for so long been
the dominant rhetoric. Even more dramatically, in January 2018 a female Kenyan physician filed a
case charging that the 2011 Kenyan law banning FGM among adult women is unconstitutional for
denying them the freedom to make decisions about their own bodies, and further argued that women
should be granted access to medical care should they elect to have FGC performed (Bhalla 2018). The
court certified the case as “raising a substantial question of law” and was referred to the Chief Justice
for the constitution of a 3-judge bench to hear the case. Hence, private questions about FGC have now
shifted to a very public forum. While awaiting the decision, many involved in anti-cutting campaigns
worry about how this case will influence not only the zero tolerance paradigm, but also responses to
decades of programming aimed at accelerating the abandonment of FGC. Hodžić’s choice to tell stories
without ends points to the fact that final resolutions have not been attained, and indeed the next
chapter of the politics of anti-cutting campaigns has begun to unfold.

Works Cited
BBC, The Inquiry. 2018. “Is zero tolerance the right approach for FGM?” January 4. Accessed from
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/w3csvsyj on February 10, 2018.
Bhalla, N. 2018. “Kenya doctor goes to court to legalize female genital mutilation.” Reuters, January 19.
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Bettina Shell-Duncan is a Professor of Anthropology at the University of Washington. Her recent research
has focused on the dynamics of change in the practice and meanings of female genital cutting (FGC) in
Senegal, The Gambia, and Kenya. She has also examined debates surrounding the adoption of a human
right framework for addressing FGC, responses to legislative reform efforts, and debates over the
medicalization of the practice. Through her work with WHO and UNICEF, she has examined the politics of
the international campaign to end FGC, and has recently become involved in an international research
consortium funded by the U.K.’s Department of International Development investigating decision-making
regarding FGC and intervention strategies in six African countries.
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Comment on The Twilight of Cutting
INDERPAL GREWAL
Yale University
The Twilight of Cutting treads new ground and newer problematics by examining how, in Ghana,
it is not the eradication but the end of “cutting” that is woven into new forms of governance
and sovereignty. Saida Hodžić’s important work looks at how ambivalently Ghanaians view or
“disidentify” (borrowing the concept from José Muñoz) with the “success” of eradication of the
practice and the new carceral imaginaries that accompany it. Such “disidentifications” create
counterpublics who work against, explain and understand NGO campaigns in their own
contextual Ghanaian ways. Hodžić shows that responses to ending cutting reveal how
governance and culture are intertwined and how Ghanaians have become subjects of these
eradication campaigns that designated cutting as a harmful cultural practice or as, in the
terms of many NGOs, as Female Genital Mutilation (FGM). Ghanaians do not resist western
NGOs or global governance, Hodžić contends, are not outside it, but do not conform fully to its
demands either. In addition to “white saviors,” there are Ghanaian saviors as well, and many
who accept the eradication but not its carceral outcomes. Yet they are subjects and agents of
such governance as well.
I find the approach and argument to be important and innovative, but I want to explore the
question raised through the book about where and how feminism, feminist methods, and
feminist theories are to be understood. Though this question of feminism is not the book’s
main concern, it is one that seems implicit throughout as Hodžić works through, relies upon,
and contends with feminist theory, feminist critique, postcolonial feminism, global feminism,
and carceral feminism. Even as the book’s critiques of feminism are trenchant and clear, the
book opens up questions regarding how feminism (or feminisms) may be understood, and how
feminist anthropology might be practiced.
The history of the making of cutting as FGM or “harmful cultural practice” before its supposed
eradication is not the focus of the book, but is cited as a way that global governance, in the
shape of feminist demands, came to Ghana. Some of us call this a practice of global feminism,
though the book finds fault with the postcolonial critique of this kind of feminism. Hodžić
rejects what she calls the “fallback” feminist position that suggests that any outside
intervention can only hurt, by pointing out that these western ideas have long been
incorporated into Ghanaian modernities due to the history of colonialism; the inside and
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outside of the nation are not as clearly demarcated. A second “relativist” position in which we
understand cutting by comparison with plastic surgery is also understood as a problematic
commensurability of a particular practice rather than an understanding of the social. A third
feminist position of which the book is critical is that of the anti-FGM carceral approach, which
Hodžić finds is not uniformly accepted as fair or appropriate in a country where incarceration
does not reach the levels it does in the US, for instance. This carceral feminism, as Elizabeth
Bernstein (2007) has termed it in relation to trafficking debates, sees feminism as the
handmaiden of law and the state.
Rejecting these approaches, the book suggests that it is ethnography “without closure” as a
method of research and practice that can better contend with these anti-cutting practices of
Ghanaian sovereignty in late capitalism. What emerges in the book are critiques of feminisms
as political projects of governance that must be described and critiqued. What remains for us
as feminist scholars is to explore feminism as political and ethnographic practice (and these
cannot be separated), since one cannot assume that either NGOs (even the ones focused on
FGM or “trafficking”) are able to change patriarchal states and patriarchal international
regimes. The question then is not posing patriarchal global South cultures against a nonpatriarchal western modernity, but rather a global capitalism system in which politics and
democracies are controlled by powerful interests that all happen to be heavily patriarchal and
masculinist, or even oligarchic. Patriarchy and the hierarchies and inequalities of gender
continue to produce new forms of masculinities and femininities, and much else. The book’s
important intervention does break down the difference between the west and non-west in the
older postcolonial theory terms, but how to come to terms with transnational gender orders
that are not friendly to women, to many men and genders, or to feminisms?
In light of these questions, it might be useful to revisit the book’s engagement with the
critiques of feminism in their “fallback,” “relativist,” and “carceral” projects. The importance
of pointing out that it is not only white saviors who are the agents of anti-cutting campaigns,
and that international outsiders and national insiders cannot be easily demarcated on the basis
of approaches to governance, cannot be underscored enough. Yet it is important also to
remember the importance of postcolonial and transnational feminist critique that countered
the western colonial representational practices that came to identify cutting as “harmful
cultural practice” or Ghanaian culture as patriarchal in comparison with the “west.” It was
postcolonial feminisms that came to condemn how non-western “cultures” became an
obsession with the anti-FGM groups, and that this focus on pathological cultures of nonwestern countries as patriarchal was a colonial and neo-colonial formation.
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One might also argue that those arguing from the “relativist” position did not simply compare
the practice of cutting and plastic surgery. Rather, relativists tried to understand how
alterations and modifications of the body were to be seen as practices that made gender in
different societies, and suggested that the work of constructing gender in particular ways in
many places in the world was altered by colonialism that designated some of these as
pathological symptoms of culture. In the case of cutting, the point was to show that plastic
surgery was, in so many western accounts, rendered less harmful than what was called ”FGM”
because it relied on biomedicine, while seldom questioning the lack of health care that was
enabled by the colonial histories and continuing inequalities of globalization. For example, in a
textbook that I edited with Caren Kaplan (1994), our point was to show FGM within a history of
biomedicine, and in particular, of gynecology and surgery as based on racialized
experimentation on African American women in the US and colonial control of African
women’s bodies. This kind of transnational analysis hoped to critique global feminism’s antiFGM campaigns that relied on colonial categories and representations, but also tried to think
about biomedicine’s long history.
Finally, the critique of carceral feminism is particularly important, and the book shows that in
Ghana, with its low rates of incarceration, NGO workers and anti-cutting activists balk at
punitive, carceral responses to the practice. Yet this does not mean that all feminisms
everywhere–even global ones—are carceral, nor can one assume that everywhere in the world
we must assume the same politics–that would be another version of global feminism. Yet there
are places where patriarchal and male-centered law has little consequence for mitigating
violence against female and other gendered bodies. Those consequences do not just have to be
incarceration, though there are places where the liberal law emerges as one tool among others,
and incarceration has a political economy that may not always be aligned with feminist
demands. Furthermore, feminism has long had a debate about its relation with the law; many
feminists have been uneasy about alliances with the state and the law. That tension was
expressed by the differentiation of liberal from radical feminism in the 1970s and 1980s in the
context of the US in particular, but also by feminists from other regions who had to contend
with the history of law as it was derived from English common law or French law. In short,
feminisms are contentious and have ongoing debates within and across various iterations.
If one takes into account these histories of feminism, then how might a feminism be expressed
in the current moment taking into account the critiques that Hodžić poses? Is there any
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feminism left standing either as politics or as the site of enunciation? These are key questions
for feminist ethnography that hopes to dispute the enclosures of power.
Works Cited
Bernstein, Elizabeth. 2007. “The Sexual Politics of ‘New Abolitionism.’” differences, 18(3): 128151.
Grewal, Inderpal and Caren Kaplan. 1994. Scattered Hegemonies: Postmodernity and Transnational
Feminist Practices. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press.
Inderpal Grewal is a Professor in the Program in Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies at Yale
University. She is also Professor in the Ethnicity, Race and Migration Studies Program, the South Asian
Studies Council, and affiliate faculty in the American Studies Program. She is the author of Home and
Harem: Nation, Gender, Empire and the Cultures of Travel, Transnational America: Feminisms, Diasporas,
Neoliberalisms, and Saving the Security State: Exceptional Citizens in Twenty-First Century America.
With Victoria Bernal, she has edited Theorizing NGOs: States, Feminism and Neoliberalism. Her ongoing
projects include essays on gender, violence and counterinsurgency in India, and a book project on
masculinity and bureaucracy in postcolonial India.
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Remarks on The Twilight of Cutting
ARA WILSON
Duke University

[I]t may be useful to wonder which of the idealisms that make our hearts beat faster
will seem wrong-headed to people a hundred years from now.
- Doris Lessing, African Laughter

As a subject engulfed in high-stakes controversy, female genital cutting presents daunting
challenges to a researcher as attuned to subtlety and complexity as Saida Hodžić is. Even its
name is political, with ardent lines drawn between “female genital cutting,” “female genital
surgery,” “female genital mutilation (FGM),” or the simple “excision.” In actuality, Hodžić’s
book, The Twilight of Cutting: African Activism and Life after NGOs, is not really “about” cutting.
The body politic is its focus, not the fleshed body. Yet because cutting is the referent of this
particular politic, Hodžić’s project cannot escape the storms surrounding this “harmful
traditional practice” and such buffeting shapes the content and form of her book. For example,
each chapter of Hodžić’s book begins with a list of remarks from interlocutors about her topic
or her identity. Unmarked in the table of contents, these verbal epigraphs catalogue the
competing demands placed on her research. The best brief commentary I can offer on this rich,
multifaceted ethnography is to elaborate on the spirit of these epigraphs, specifically on the
paradoxical feminist pressures that contour this work.
Feminist ethnographic practice insists that the investigator face the power inequalities
inherent in research, particularly when it is a white scholar from the global North (albeit a
migrant from the fraught zone of the former Yugoslavia: see, “Where are You From?”). Hodžić
draws on a feminist vision for the outside researcher to act “next to” their subjects, meaning
in her case, in an empathetic relation to the advocates working to end the “harmful traditional
practices” of female excision as well as to the villagers who have been more inclined to
practice cutting, albeit less and less. The advocates with whom Hodžić works have no patience
for relativist references to intricate cultural meanings of cutting. “You’re an anthropologist – I
know you will write in support of culture. That’s what anthropologists do,” reads one of
Hodžić’s epigraphs.
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Apart from a few old traditionalists in northern Ghana and some die-hard cultural relativists,
who could argue with wanting to preserve the clitoris? Apparently, other feminists could. This
feminist approach, more prevalent in the Western academy than in Ghana, targets an
assemblage of liberal governance as the paramount object of critique–including global
governmentality and Western hegemony—which brings efforts concerning women’s rights
into their sites. Such work is especially sensitive to racial connotations in discourse, such as
associating barbarism with black people or Muslims – connotations echoed in anti-FGM
advocates portrayals of northern Ghana, as Hodžić shows. Most of the feminist critique of
liberal governance tackles political discourse emanating from the Global North. Hodžić
trenchantly points out that the critiques of global liberalism, or left legalism, are external to
their objects, and for the most part do not consider “local” advocates. Indeed, non-Western
NGO workers, who are educated and urban but generally not “elite” in any material sense, are
tricky to place within these critical analyses. The logic of prevailing critiques of
governmentality risks treating Ghanaian feminists as cogs in the machine of neoliberal
modernity. Hence, the feminist paradox. When brought to bear on non-Western feminists, the
anti-imperial feminist analytic clashes with feminist efforts to design anti-imperial research.
To counter racial, economic, and global inequalities, feminist ethics ask the researcher from
the Global North to be alongside those studied, to respect their agency and intellect, and to
implicate oneself in systems of power. How Hodžić carved a path through this feminist rock
and hard place was via the nitty-gritty ethnographic research itself.
Hodžić applies the analytical critique of liberalism to the anti-FGM campaign, noting its
“othering” discourse and the ways Ghanaian advocates articulated punitive legislation as a
solution to the weak state and advocated for “zero tolerance” criminalizing measures. She
explains how an ensemble of US politicians, international aid agencies, Ghanaian feminists,
medical authorities, and various modernizers defined cutting out the clitoris and labia minora
(that is, Type II FGM) as a severe problem, calling for serious measures to eradicate it. While
emphasizing the construction of this problem, Hodžić’s analysis hinges on facts, notably that
already relatively low rates of cutting in Ghana have declined further–the “twilight” of the
books’ title. Why the anti-FGM campaign insists that the problem endures (that it is going
“underground”) becomes an interesting puzzle. Striving, rather than ending, seems to be their
aim.
While drawing on contemporary feminist theory about liberal governance, Hodžić’s feminist
research praxis results in challenges to the commonplace foil of a miasmic and homogenous
global liberal juggernaut. Treating law as a social object, Hodžić shows that Ghana advocates
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have their own relationship to legalism and that they reflect and change their minds. This rich
ethnography has much to say about civil society and feminist problems in a 21st century postcolonial nation. To paraphrase her subtitle, “Life after NGOs,” Hodžić’s’s work offers a model
for “Research after the Critique of NGOs.”

Ara Wilson is an Associate Professor of Gender, Sexuality & Feminist Studies at Duke University. In
addition to The Intimate Economies of Bangkok: Tomboys, Tycoons, and Avon Ladies in the
Global City and articles based on long-term fieldwork in Thailand, she has conducted research on
transnational sex/politics found for example in 1990s NGOs or the World Social Forum.
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Reply: Feminist Anthropology as Fugitive Practice
SAIDA HODŽIĆ
Cornell University
I cannot thank the readers enough for their thoughtful and thought-provoking commentaries
on The Twilight of Cutting. The beauty and creative rigor of their engagements is inspiring and
humbling. Together, the commentaries raise important questions about the objects and
endpoints of anthropological analysis, the modes of feminist critique, the political potential of
feminist anthropological sensibility, and the challenges of legitimizing unsettling work.
I wrote this book to expand what can be said about female genital cutting as an object of
political concern, seeking to understand how the desires to end cutting became as African as
they are “global.” The so-called field co-evolved with my research. African (and African
immigrant) activist women are now globally prominent, but are given a platform only when
they can be slotted into specific, uplifting roles – the activist girl, the reformist
teacher/imam/social worker. The terms of their inclusion reproduce imperial power
formations in that they are treated as what Spivak (critiquing and repurposing anthropology)
calls “native informants”–people who are stripped of humanity by the very gesture that grants
it to them. What kinds of social worlds exceed these roles and gestures? I took it as a challenge
to explore this question ethnographically.
Shifting a conversation entails saying the unexpected, something we are not already prepared
for. How do we not only say something unexpected, but get it heard? As Wendland writes,
female genital cutting incites a kind of fascination and antipathy, often expressed by the
verdict that enough has been said, which forecloses and delegitimizes unsettling inquiries. To
say something about cutting, African activism, and the entanglements of anthropology and
feminism in colonial and postcolonial body politics meant addressing myself to multiple
audiences and publics without knowing what they would be hospitable to. It also meant
articulating a different kind of an object of analysis while trying to illuminate a world that
exceeds existing interpretive frames—a world that troubles the distinctions between the here
of writing and there of fieldwork; a world that is shaped but not confined by geopolitical and
disciplinary boundaries.
My main object of analysis, beautifully illustrated by Pigg, is the “negative space” of
problematization. I examine how and why cutting and its endings became objects of thought
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and action in postcolonial Ghana, where governmental (NGO/state/donor) problematizations
shape the governance of everyday life by assembling biomedical, anthropological, and feminist
knowledge. As an ethnography of category making, Twilight tracks the interstices of lived,
embodied experience, and the governmental will to know, feel, regulate, protect, and punish.
My analysis begins with problematization, but my end point is politics. What kind of politics is
unfolding and what kind of politics is yet to unfold? Shell-Duncan writes about emerging
contestations of zero tolerance policies and criminalization that have made headlines all over
the world. Today, in Kenya, a country whose struggle for political independence was shaped, in
part, by opposition to British anti-cutting campaigns, a woman doctor is taking the anticriminalization fight to the courts. Her oppositional work is legible as politics because it uses the
language of liberalism to contest its own blind spots and shortcomings.
My main interest is in showing that there is more to law than liberal politics and more to
opposition to law than reversals. The politics of cut Ghanaian women is not a liberal politics
that can be waged in court; they are not interested in decriminalizing cutting. The target of
their desires and grievances are the terms of political inclusion that bring them into the fold of
national and transnational governmentality only to exploit them. I am drawn to examining the
opposition to politics understood as this broader exercise of governmental power.
Problematization unwittingly reconfigures the ethics of social relationships and foments
political opposition from within (“governmentality against itself”). The civil servants and NGO
workers who contest criminalization of cutting do so not in courts, but in their daily practices
of rule; those most involved in enforcing them eventually disidentify with the brutality of
sovereign violence.
Drawing a negative space performs a gesture of its own: it allows two shapes to come into view.
Indeed, throughout the book, my main mode of analysis is both/and. For instance, the fleshed
body is crucial to my analysis but I illuminate a fleshed body that has already been
materialized by governmental power. The point is that there is no body prior to body politics,
and that there is no body politics of cutting without anthropology and feminism. I take
anthropology and feminism as ethnographic objects in their own right. As forms of knowledge
and practice, anthropology and feminism have participated in imperialism and its ongoing
debris, and, have helped constitute the very object (the problem of female genital
cutting/FGM/ circumcision) that is too often imagined as existing “out there,” external to
knowledge production. In shaping the category itself, they have also shaped the experience of
it.
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This argument is not a denunciation of these fields. Anthropology and feminism were
formative of colonial logics, taxonomies, and practices of rule and have helped carry them into the
present, at the same time as they also challenged both imperialism and its postcolonial
rearticulations. Understanding that we have helped make the problem of cutting, that we are
fully constitutive of it, makes for a messier, but also more productive and self-aware political
terrain for research and writing. Much of the book pivots around the implications of this
argument – that the people, institutions, and knowledge practices inside of power are also
often the fulcrum of opposition to it.
Grewal invites us to reconsider the reach and politics of feminist anthropology. Historically,
feminism and anthropology were often understood as related but incompatible fields that
could not meaningfully challenge each other. A generation of anthropologists sympathetic to
feminist studies but at a critical distance from its Eurocentric instantiations and abuses of
anthropology have shaped the notion of a tension between fields conceptualized as
fundamentally different. I pursue a different, less canonized story about the interstices of
feminism and anthropology and their potential to shift each other’s trajectories. Rather than
rejecting feminist theories of governance feminism and left legalism, I show them to be
insufficient and wrong-headed, because they are unaware of how their alignment with neoimperialism shores up the Global North’s moral and epistemic privilege. Twilight offers an
alternative to theorizing from a distance: a feminist anthropological sensibility for analyzing
nearby and from the South.
My own critique of feminist theory is neither external nor entirely internal to its object, to
paraphrase Wilson’s helpful wording. I carve out a third, both/and space that is grounded in
anthropology and feminism but challenges some of their most sacred premises. I respond to
what Joan Scott calls the feminist impulse to self-critique that disturbs settled expectations
and examines the very categories that organize feminist thought and action. The point of selfcritique is, Scott writes, “not to tear down or destroy but, by bringing to light the limits and
inconsistencies that have been studiously avoided, to open up new possibilities” (Scott 2008, 7).
The feminist self I invoke here is a non-identical, feminist bastard self. “Profane on a sacred
land” (Trinh 1989, 1). I have been inspired by a genealogy of postcolonial analysis that takes
both feminism and anthropology seriously but challenges them both, and is, in some sense, a
fugitive from both. This sensibility derives from anthropological practice and postcolonial
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feminist analysis, but unsettles their organizing principles. This is a fugitive sensibility that does
not seek to be faithful to the originating commitments of the two fields.
Grewal asks of The Twilight of Cutting if there is “any feminism left standing either as politics or
as the site of enunciation?” Feminism as a site of enunciation (if to enunciate is to make a
definite or systematic statement) lives on, but I see enunciation as a beginning, an
accompanying political principle, a guiding force, an object of analysis, and many other things,
but not a final conclusion or a point of arrival. An ethnography of feminist activism studies
what is done with enunciations. For, ultimately, what matters is not what is said, but where
and how it is said, to whom, and, as I argue in the book, what is done with it. This awareness –
that my enunciations are far less socially consequential than those of Ghanaians who are
implicated in governance of everyday life – shapes how I think about the rhetorics and value of
political enunciations. I see much that is damaging and wrong in anti-cutting campaigns and
show how Ghanaians are addressing those wrongs at the national level. How can those of us
who reside in the global North live up to our responsibility for what is done here? This is why I
argue that repositioning feminism is more important than taking a feminist stance. Feminist
anthropology as a fugitive practice is as unsettling as it is unsettled.
Finally, then, when do we know that we know enough? I would not wish for my book to be the
final word – nor will it be, for there is a new generation of scholars who ask new questions that
take cutting as a point of departure or insist that anthropology and feminism are yet to be
decolonized. We may yet be surprised by what we do not know. We should hope to continue to
be unsettled.
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